A widely spread, if not almost universal opinion seems to prevail with dentists?or at least it is usually borne out by practice?that the root of a tooth, if bereft of its crown, might just as well or had better be removed ; that it serves no good purpose, its usefulness being gone; that it is, necessarily, a source of irritation, or that the deleterious effects resulting from its presence in the alveolus more than counterbalances the good derived ; in fact, the idea that the extraction of a root, in any instance, is a loss, in anj> sense of the word, never occurs to many. And why should it, when they do not hesitate to advise, or at least reluctantly (?) consent, to the extraction of whole colonies of teeth, that might
Those who object to contour fillings must confine their objections to fifths, quarters, and thirds of crowns, in which
